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A DTSC Brown-Bag Symposium*

September 23, 2010 10 A.M.-3 P.M.

Presenters: Jason Ord • Peter Sinsheimer • Annie Weisbrod • Liila Woods

Elihu M. Harris Building - 1515 Clay Street, Oakland, CA

Life Cycle Analysis: 101 is part of a series of symposiums presented by DTSC as an integral part of supporting California’s Green Chemistry Initiative and the draft Regulation for Safer Consumer Products. This session looks at real-world examples of life cycle analysis (LCA) and how they affected product formulation, decision analysis and business practices. Presenters from industry and academia will share their front-line experiences of developing protocol and collaboration to successfully complete LCAs.

*The first in a series of brown-bag information-sharing events DTSC is sponsoring on green chemistry. Bring your own lunch and join the discussion.